
Bus Systems
Constant innovation since 1977
has made our experience global.



Experience
Considering the stations, buses, and intermediate stops as invisible elements
makes it easy for your passengers to seamlessly get from one place to the next.
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Bus riders have a constant need to know the status of their bus 

whether in a station, at a bus stop, or riding an unfamiliar bus route. 

Our bus systems provide them with complete information no matter 

the stage of their trip. From hardware to software, LED to LCD-TFT, 

from on-board to stationary, and from the bus stop to the last stop—

our flexible range of systems makes it easy to communicate wherever 

your riders are.

Viewed by millions of people daily on five continents, our displays are 

prepared for information change around the globe. We are a world 

leader in communication systems and display technologies, serving 

the traffic, transit, industrial, and municipal markets. Founded in 

1977, today we have over 300 team members dedicated to product 

excellence.

Explore our brochure to learn more about our bus communication and 

display systems. If you have more questions, visit www.aesys.com and 

click on our contact page. We’ll be happy to help you find the system 

that’s right for you.



Experiment
To ensure more flexible products, it’s necessary to have absolute control. 
That’s why the electromagnetic test is only one of many that we do.
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With our technical department, including electronic, mechanical, 

and software engineers, combined with our full testing laboratory, 

Aesys teams work together to solve our clients’ toughest display and 

communication challenges. Some of our latest innovations include low 

power technology displays, filterless ventilation systems for railways 

that eliminate preventative maintenance, and communication protocols 

that enhance the modularity and extendibility of our systems.

We carefully test all product prototypes in our state of the art 

laboratory. We are able to quickly test, modify designs, and retest with 

the convenience of our on-site facilities. Tests include EMC emission 

in our 150 m3 anechoic chamber, water resistance, temperature 

and humidity durability, viewing angle and contrast, and electrical 

measurement, just to name a few. It is here that we test the latest 

developments in display technologies and continue asking the big 

question, "what’s next?"question, "what’s next?"



Integrated
Only a continuous collaboration between our teams 
can create more than a reliable product.
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It takes a great team to design and build a display system that 

can perform reliably over the long run. The product development 

process begins in the technical office where they coordinate with 

our laboratory to constantly research and develop the latest display 

and communication technologies. When a technology is ready for 

the market, our electronic, mechanical, and software engineering 

teams coordinate on all the details—from the right electronic control 

system to the best environmental protection to the most appropriate 

information flow.

Our production units are carefully integrated with the engineering 

teams to ensure each project is properly executed. PCBs, or printed 

circuit boards, are completely assembled in-house using the latest 

placement machinery. Our mechanical shop produces the metal 

casings and structures using cutting-edge robot technology. In the final 

step, our assembly teams integrate all the components and conduct 

complete quality checks before our display systems are shipped out all 

over the world.



Reliable
To have maximum care even when we screw in the most common of bolts,
it’s one of the many small details that goes into building a reliable display.
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At Aesys, we design communication systems and display technologies 

for many applications. Our solutions range from on-board to stationary, 

from LED to LCD-TFT, and from hardware to software. Our displays are 

prepared to withstand the most extreme environmental conditions and can 

communicate in several languages. 

Complete In-House Production
we control the entire design and production process—from design to 
delivery

Designed for Systems Integration
software is developed by our software team as a stand-alone system or for 
integration with other systems

Optimal Visibility
high quality components and automatic brightness control for consistent 
visibility

Quick & Easy Maintenance
components are designed for easy removal and equivalent or better spare 
parts are available

Environmental Resistance
displays are resistant to both vandal and environmental factors for operation 
in all places

Comprehensive Diagnostics 
built-in diagnostics can determine the exact cause of most problems

Regulatory Compliance
we comply with many quality standards including UNI EN ISO 9001:2008



System
A complex transportation network deserves 
a simple and sophisticated communication system.
Ask your passengers.
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Our bus systems give your riders complete trip information from 

pre-departure to arrival. Whether at the bus station, at the bus stop, 

or already on the bus, trip information is constantly available. These 

systems have been designed to work together as one large integrated 

system, smaller sub-systems, individual products linked into other 

systems, or operating independently.

Our automatic vehicle location (AVL/AVM) system is the software 

solution that links all your systems together. Using GPS and our 

proprietary route analysis, our software is able to track the location of 

every bus in your fleet. The output data can then be used to monitor 

the bus network, notify riders of next stop information and real time 

schedule changes, and also 

modify on-board messaging. 

In addition, reports can be 

generated both at the control 

center and remotely, ranging from 

bus status to communication 

service usage and from human 

resources to schedule variations.
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On-Board

External

Internal
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Passengers can have access to a wide assortment of information 

on-board the bus. Not only can they view the next stop and trip progress 

map, but also schedule change advisories and advertisements. Information 

can be displayed internally in both LED and LCD-TFT as well as with audio 

announcements. Our audio and video systems are ideal to serve both the 

visually and hearing handicapped. All these systems can be controlled by one 

on-board control unit or remotely. Our range of systems includes:

LED Destination Sign

destination signs, available in both full color and bright amber, provide visual bus 

destination information on the front, side, and rear of the bus

Audio Announcement System

an audio system for both the interior and exterior helps to better communicate 

destination and next stop information

Next-Stop Information System

our next-stop LED display information system with optional audio output keeps 

all riders informed of the bus’s next stop

Multimedia System

available for just one screen or two screens, side-by-side or 

double-sided, our LCD-TFT multimedia systems display a wide range of 

information including next-stop information, a trip progress map, and additional 

content like advertisements and video

Video Surveillance and Passenger Counting

through video cameras and sensors, all on-

board activity can be monitored for safety and 

passenger traffic analysis

board activity can be monitored for safety and 



Bus Stop
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Passengers starting their trip from the bus stop are frequently left 

wondering when their bus will come or if it already came. Our bus stop 

display system can show the arrival time of the next bus or the next 

few buses, as well as other messages like service advisories. Display 

capabilities include:

Remote Communication

displays can communicate with a control center through a 

direct line or wirelessly with GPRS, Wi-Fi, or other services

Photovoltaic Panels*

install a bus stop sign at any location as well as 

eliminate running a power line and minimize excavation 

costs

Low Power Consumption*

advanced technology is used to minimize power 

consumption

Audio Announcement*

audio announcements can be heard automatically or at 

the touch of a button

*available on select models
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Bus Station

Outdoor

Indoor
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As passengers arrive at the bus station, they will need information at 

different stages before their departure. With our full bus station system, 

passengers can easily view bus arrivals and departures as well as 

schedule changes, service advisories, and advertisements. Whether in 

the waiting area, at the platform, or in a café, our systems make it easy 

for passengers to quickly find the right bus—before it’s too late. Our 

range includes:

Arrival & Departure Display

all arrival and departure information is shown on one large central LED 

display

Platform Display

information relevant to a particular bus 

can be shown on a LED display right on 

the platform

Hall & Ticketing Area Display

summary arrival and departure information 

can be shown in either LED or LCD-TFT 

format anywhere in the station

Outdoor

Indoor



Customers
A select list of our customers 
is the best advertising we can have.
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Europe and North America

 

> BSAG - Bremen, Germany 

> EMT - Madrid, Spain

> ESWE - Wiesbaden, Germany

> Google - Mountain View, US

> Greyhound Lines - US

> MTA New York City Transit - New York, US

> OVF - Nümberg, Germany

> RATP - Paris, France

> Tan - Nantes, France

> TCL - Lyon, France

> TCRM - Mtez, France

> TMB - Barcelona, Spain

> TPG - Geneva, Switzerland

> TUZSA - Zaragoza, Spain

> Üstra - Hannover, Germany

> Wiener Linien - Vienna, Austria

Bus Builders

 

> Ayats

> BredMenarinibus

> Caio Induscar

> Castrosua

> EvoBus

> Hispano

> Irisbus

> Irizar

> MAN Bus

> Motor Coach Industries

> Prevost

> Scania

> Sunsundegui

> Temsa

> Van Hool

> Volvo Buses

Italy

 

> ACTV - Venice

> AMAT - Palermo 

> AMT - Genoa 

> AMTAB - Bari 

> ANM - Naples

> ATAC - Rome

> ATAF - Florence

> ATB - Bergamo 

> ATC - Bologna 

> ATM - Milan

> Autoguidovie - Milan

> Brecia Mobilità - Brescia

> Cotral - Rome

> CTM - Cagliari

> GTT - Turin

> TEP - Parma
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Italy
Headquarters

Via Pastrengo 7/c
24068 Seriate, BG
+39 035 29 240 tel
+39 035 68 00 30 fax
aesys.com
info@aesys.com

Brazil

Rua Nova Jerusalém 575
Bairro Tatuapé
São Paulo 03410-000
+55 011 3938 8654 tel
+55 011 3938 8654 fax

Germany

Nobelstrasse 22
D-76275 Ettlingen
+ 49 (0) 7243 94 75 77-0 tel
+ 49 (0) 7243 94 75 77-17 fax

United States

27 Bland Street 
Emerson, NJ 07630
+1 201 871 3223 tel
+1 201 871 3239 fax

India

238/1A Vanagaram Road
(Nageswara Rao Road) Athipet
Ambattur Industrial Estate
Chennai – 600 058

Spain

C. Iñaki Deuna 36 Bajo
48700 Ondarroa (Vizcaya)
+34 94 683 2369 tel
+34 94 683 2931 fax



www.aesys.com




